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our pathway to success was never going to be seeing ourselves in a traditional narrow sense. so
when we began to define community, we looked across the landscape for a broader definition and
said well our community is going to be anyone from under-resourced communities anywhere in the
world. but our special focus was people from urban communities at that point. and what we found
were people who had needs that frankly, i had no experience in really addressing. and then we just
decided that we were going to need to turn the entire institution outward and build an institution
that would respond to the needs that people actually had in their daily lives. india is a leader in film
production, generating more than a fifth of the global total of films produced each year, and
including films in national (hindi) and a range of regional languages.7 tobacco-free film rules
implemented in india in 2003 under section 5 of cigarettes and other tobacco products act (cotpa)
and amended last in 2012 prohibit paid tobacco product placement in films, require all films
containing tobacco imagery to include a 20 s audiovisual health warning at the beginning and in the
middle of the film, and require visual health warnings to be displayed on the screen when tobacco
products or use are shown.8 9 however, studies of tobacco imagery are limited to films in national
(hindi) language,10 11 leaving regional language films relatively unexplored. this study aims to
quantify tobacco imagery and evaluate cotpa compliance in the most popular films in the karnataka
region in southern india, including those made in regional languages such as kannada, tulu, telugu,
tamil and malayalam.
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the poster for the legend of bhagat singh, which was made for a marathi film in mumbai, got as
many as 1.4 million hits on its facebook page. the film, which was released in 2012, won the national
film award for best feature film in marathi and also won a nomination for the national film award for
best feature film in hindi. “you have to build your own audience before you can start thinking about
getting an audience,” says tanwani. the bookings for the film industry were negligible until after the

success of his other films, but that gave him confidence, he says.the film industry has changed
tremendously, he says. there's no anonymity in the film industry anymore. everyone knows who the

nandas are. he is also a celebrity because of his projects. he has used his celebrity status to get
exposure for his films in india and abroad. for example, he has made the legend of bhagat singh for

a marathi film but the film is being distributed in hindi. the film was released in 2012 and got as
many as 1.4 million hits on its facebook page. "you have to build your own audience before you can
start thinking about getting an audience," he says. with so many films in the pipeline, tanwani is also

working on his next film. “the legend of bhagat singh,” which is a period film set in the early 20th
century, is being made by the team that made the legend of bhagat singh, which was released in

2012. in his next film, he is trying to recreate the magic of his two previous films. he has been
working on a film for three years. it is an adaptation of a book that won the national film award for

best feature film in hindi. “it’s a period film and has a lot of political background, so we’ve been
trying to get the producers interested,” says tanwani. he is confident that he will have better luck

this time. 5ec8ef588b
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